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How do epidemics spread through networks ?

� Simple transmission dynamics

– Nodes can be susceptible, infectious, or recovered
– Transmit to neighbors in the network at a constant rate

and recover at a constant rate
– A single stage of infection
– These can be relaxed to some extant

� Complex population structure

– Consider dynamics in ensembles of random graphs
– Most of the solutions are approximations
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We’ve developed a flexible framework for modeling SIR
epidemics over a range of random network topologies.
The approach is computationally more efficient than pair
approximation with moment closure, but is not quite as
adaptable.
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Why is this a hard modeling problem ?

� Heterogeneous nodes

– Degree (eg heavy-tailed or scale-free distributions)
– Correlated partnerships (transitivity, assortativity, spatial

structure etc)

� Extended duration partnerships → autocorrelated contacts
� Network might be changing at the same time that the

epidemic is spreading
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� pair approximation / moment closure (Altman, Bauch,
Eames, Keeling et al.)

� rate equations (Vespignani, Pastor Satorras et al.)
� bond percolation (Newman, Watts, Strogatz, Callaway,

Pourbohloul, Meyers, Bansal, Funk et al.)

– Probability Generating Functions (PGFs) to describe the
degree distribution
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g(x) = p0 + p1x + p2x
2 + p3x

3 + · · ·

A generating function is a clothesline on which we
hang up a sequence of numbers for display.
–Herbert Wilf

Bond Percolation
1. Grassberger, P. (1983) Mathematical Biosciences. 63: 157-172.
2. Newman, M.E.J.: The spread of epidemic disease on networks. Phys. Rev. E 66, 016128 (2002)
3. 0. Meyers, L.A., Pourbohloul, B., Newman, M.E.J., Skowronski, D.M., Brunham, R.C.: Network theory

and SARS: predicting outbreak diversity. J. Theor. Biol. 232(1), 7181 (2005)
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Bond percolation solutions for static properties of epidemics in
contact networks.

� FS = 1 − g(u), u = g1(u)
� R0 = τg′′(1)/g′(1)
� Many extensions

– Multi-partite, semi-directed, approximations for
clustering, heterogeneous susceptibility and infectiousness

� Bond percolation only calculates static properties
� Bond percolation can’t handle simultaneous epidemic and

population dynamics

– Partner rearrangement / serosorting

– Adaptive vaccination strategies
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� Many sexual networks have been shown to feature heavy
tailed distributions in the number of partners

� Pair approximation methods struggle with these scenarious,
since the number of dynamic variables grows quadratically
with the number of degree classes

� PGFs simplify the problem substantially

– Provides a link between the number of susceptible
individuals and a potentially infinite number of degree
classes

� Works for random networks of the CM type (no degree
correlation, no clustering)
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Based on the idea that
Sk = the probability that a degree k node remains susceptible
is Sk

1

S = g(S1) = p0 + p1S1 + p2S
2
1 + p3S

3
1 + · · ·

� Dummy variable S1 will be a dynamic variable
� Differential equation for S1

� Edge-based rather than node-based quantities
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� What if the network is changing at the same time that the
epidemic is spreading ?

� Might be important for diseases with very long infectious
period

� Or for diseases that are spread by very casual contacts of
short duration
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1. NE model: Partnerships are temporary– terminated and created at a
constant rate, and every node has a number of concurrent partnerships

Mixing term: ρ (MSMI/M − MSI)



Static networks and mass-action
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� In the limit ρ → ∞, reduces to a mass action model
� Only two equations required
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� Serial monogamy:
g(x) = x

� If g(x) = x and ρ → ∞ then we retrieve the standard
mass-action SIR model.

Ṡ = −rSI, İ = rSI − µI
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R0 =
τ(µ + ρ)

µ

g′′(1)

g′(1)
+

ρτ

µ

τ∗ =
r

r + µ + ρ
=

µg′(1)

g′′(1)(µ + ρ) + ρg′(1)

r∗ =
µ(µ + ρ)g′(1)

g′′(1)(µ + ρ) + (ρ − µ)g′(1)

ρ∗ =
µ(r + µ)g′(1) − rµg′′(1)

rg′′(1) + g′(1)(r − µ)
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� Variation in the numbers of con-
current partners is widely used to
explain disparities of disease bur-
den

� Empirically estimated levels of
concurrency usually fail to take
into account the duration of part-
nerships
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What if there are multiple types of risk contact and each type
has it’s own transmission rates and typical duration ?

g(~x) =
∑

~d∈Z
m
+

P (~d)
∏

xdi

i

Ṁ
(i)
SI = −M

(i)
SI (β

(i)
I + γI)

+
M

(i)
SS − M

(i)
SI

M
(i)
S

∑

j

Tjδ(i, j)
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What if transmission rates are non uniform over the infectious
period ?
What if the infectious period is poorly approximated by the
exponential distribution ?
In the case of HIV, we are interested in models which have at
least two infectious periods: S →acute infection → chronic
infection

θ̇(i) = −β
(i)
I θ(i) M

(i)
SI

M
(i)
S

− β
(i)
J θ(i) M

(i)
SJ

M
(i)
S

Ṁ
(i)
SJ = −M

(i)
SJ (β

(i)
J + γJ) + M

(i)
SI γI

−
M

(i)
SJ

M
(i)
S

∑

j
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What if susceptible individuals preferentially attached to other
susceptibles to limit exposure to the disease (Serosorting)?

� In Atlanta/Urban seropositives were 2.2× more likely to
contact another seropositive.

– Partnerships between susceptibles and infecteds decay at
constant rate; replaced by partnerships between
susceptibles and between infecteds.

– Sorting term : −µMSI
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� Atlanta, GA; 225 “at-risk” individuals; HIV Prevalence = 13.3% ;
chain-link design

� How can this behavioral data be used to accurately project epidemic
dynamics?

� Can our models not only reproduce the observed prevalence, but also the
pattern of infection?
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Three ways to compartmentalize a SIR model

1. Contact types (sex, drugs, aerosols etc.)
2. Node types (age, gender, race etc.)
3. Stages of infection (Incubating, Latent, Acute, Chronic,

In-treatment etc.)

Realistic modeling of HIV requires particular attention to
contact-type & and stages of infection.

� 3 Contact types: MSM (anal sex), IDU, Heterosexual
(vaginal sex)

– θ ⇒ θA, θI , θV

� 4 stages: Susceptible, Acute, Chronic, and Recovered

–

MSI ⇒ MSI1,A, MSI1,I , MSI1,V , MSI2,A, MSI2,I , MSI2,V



Compartmentalization necessarily leads to more complex equations.

d

dt
MSI1,A = −(r1,A + µ1)MSI1,A

+Mixing Term + Sorting Term

+(−ṠI1,A)(δI1,A(S) − δI1,A(I1, A)/MA

+(−ṠI2,A)(δI2,A(S) − δI2,A(I1, A))/MA

+(−ṠI1,I)(δI1,I(S) − δI1,A(I1, I)/MI

+(−ṠI2,I)(δI2,I(S) − δI2,A(I1, I))/MI

+(−ṠI1,V )(δI1,V (S) − δI1,A(I1, V )/MV

+(−ṠI2,V )(δI2,V (S) − δI2,A(I1, V ))/MV

d

dt
θA = −θAr2,AMSI2,A/MS,A + r1,AMSI1,A/MS,A
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g(xA, xI , xV ) =
∑

ego∈S

w(ego)x
dA(ego)
A x

dI(ego)
I x

dV (ego)
V /

∑

ego∈S

w(ego)

Anal: Exponential, 0.127; IDU: Exponential, 0.118; Vag: Poisson, 5.08
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� Acute⇒ Chronic: Once per 90 days
� Chronic⇒ Recovered: Once per 10 years
� Contact rates: 116 MSM, 112 IDU, 111 Heterosexual per thousand per day
� Mixing rates: 3.1 MSM, 1.1 IDU, 1.8 Heterosexual per thousand per day
� Transmission probabilities

– MSM. Leynaert et al., American Journal of Epidemiology, 148, 1, 1998. n =
499

⊲ Acute: 18.3%
⊲ Chronic: 1.4%

– IDU. Kaplan et al., Interfaces 23, 1993

⊲ Acute: 8.8 %
⊲ Chronic: 0.67%

– Heterosexual. Leynaert et al.

⊲ Acute: 0.92%
⊲ Chronic: 0.07%
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1. Draw a set of parameters from prior distribution
2. Integrate MT NE HIV model
3. Repeat

Parm Mean SD

TA1 0.183 0.083
TA2 0.014 0.0102
TI1 0.088 0.088
TI2 0.0067 0.0067
TV 1 0.0092 .0013
TV 2 0.0007 0.0001

ǫ ∼ Norm(10−3, 10−4)
Sorting rate = Mixing rate ×(0, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2)
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� Prevalence of acute and chronic infections (top) and
cumulative infections (bottom) over five years.

� Cumulative infections are sub-categorized by primary risk
factor: vaginal sex (HET) bottom left and anal-sex (MSM)
bottom right.

� Trajectories are shown both for the standard model (solid
line) and a hypothetic model in which all transmissions via
injection drug use are removed (dashed line).
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� Betweenness centrality is a measure of how many shortest
paths between pairs of individuals route through a particular
individual

� Individuals in the Atlanta Urban network with at least one
IDU contact have an average betweenness centrality of
0.0058 while non-IDUs have an average betweenness
centrality of 0.0024.



Estimating serosorting rates in dynamic networks
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1. A network model to investigate the consequences of
universal AV therapy for H1N1

� Attack rate & expansion time
� Predispensing AV. Is this ever a good strategy ? Or is it

too costly and susceptible to wastage?
� Comparison of strategies for prophylaxis versus

treatment. How much of the stockpile should be
reserved for prophylaxis, and in which categories
(household, schools etc)?



Aims 2
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2. Model selection for highly transmissible diseases & Networks:

� Is it important to take networks into account when modeling influenza
? Or are simple mass action models sufficient or even preferable?

� Which aspects of network structure are most important to include in
a model ?

– Heterogeneous degree

– Duration of partnerships

� Our mathematical framework makes it pretty simple to interpolate
smoothly between extremes, making it well-suited to the problem of
model-selection

– population dynamics: panmixis → static networks
– population heterogeneity: homogeneous populations → scale-free

networks
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� Polymod study, PLoS Medicine, 5(3): e74. 2008

– 7,290 participants
– 97,904 contacts
– age, sex, location, duration, frequency, and occurrence of

physical contact.
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We have developed a dynamic network model for influenza
transmission parametrized with the polymod data.
S → E → I → R

� The model is a combination of static network and mass
action terms.

– Transmissions within households, offices, and schools are
assumed to occur within a static network

– Other contacts (such as in public transport) are assumed
to follow mass action dynamics– eg contacts are
instantaneous and uncorrelated.

� Age-structure (three age classes with distinct recovery rates).

� Contacts within different venues have distinct probabilities of
transmission
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Main lessons from complex
networks

� Heterogeneity in the num-
ber of partners

– increases R0

– decreases final size
– increases the initial rate

of epidemic spread
– decreases threshold lev-

els of transmissibility.
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� Increasing the rate of partnership
turnover

– increases R0

– increases final size
– increases the initial rate of

epidemic spread
– decreases threshold levels of

transmissibility.
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� Variance ranged from 28.91 (as
in Mossong) to 3.76

� Mixing rate ranged from zero to
10 per day
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� As variance of the degree distribution is reduced,

– peak prevalence goes from 9.6% to 8.7%
– the time of maximum prevalence goes from 44 days to

101 days

� As autocorrelation of contacts is reduced,

– peak prevalence goes from 9.6% to 10.5%
– the time of maximum prevalence goes from 44 days to 31

days

� These effects are independent of age-stratefication
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� Changes in the reproductive number over time and skew in
the epidemic curve might give some clue about whether
network heterogeneities are present

� In a panmictic population, Rt is approximately proportional
to the number of susceptibles

� But in a network, Rt is approximately

Rt ≈
MSS(t)

MS(t)
× T × h′

t(1)
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� The reproductive number de-
creases with the exhaustion of
susceptibles

� The decrease is greater than
would be expected from herd im-
munity alone

� High degree nodes are elimi-
nated earlier in the epidemic;
smaller Rt corresponds to the
epidemic spreading among nodes
with lower degree
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� The heterogeneous degree distribution from the Mossong
data has a large effect on both the timescale and final size of
the simulated flu epidemics

� The duration of partnerships has a large effect on the
timescale, but not final size

� If contact networks do influence epidemic dynamics, how
biased will estimates of R0 and transmission rates be from
mass action models ?

� Bias from model selection can potentially trump bias from
measurement error

– Data from behavioral surveys suggest that we are in a
regime such that ignoring networks could be very bad.

* These conclusions are not based on empirical data, but a
model induced from diaries of self-reported contact patterns
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� Bond percolation theory was recently developed by M Newman and J
Miller for CM networks with clustering

g(x, y) =
∞∑

s,t=0

pstx
syt

� pst is the probability that a random node is connected to s edges and t
3-cliques
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� Recently extended this theory to continuous-time SIR
dynamics with dynamic PGFs

� Works by introducing variables for the number of three
cliques that have i susceptible and j infected

n30, n21, n20, n12, n11

� This model has 9 equations; can clearly be generalized to
CM nets with larger clique sizes
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θ̇l = −θlTl

θ̇t = −θt(T21 + T12 + T11)

˙MSI = −(β + γ)MSI + Tlδll(MSS − MSI)

+ (T21 + T12 + T11)δtl ∗ (MSS − MSI)

˙n12 = 2βn21

+ Tlδlt(2n21)

+ (T21 + T12 + T11)δtt(2n21)

− 2βn12

− 2γn12

− Tlδltn12

− (T21 + T12 + T11)δttn12 (1)
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� Bond percolation theory already exists to describe influence
of mean and variance of DD on R0 and final size

� Recently the BP theory has been extended to consider
clustering

� What is the interaction of variance of the DD and clustering
? How do these effect dynamic variables not considered by
BP theory ? Time to peak incidence (TTP) & Skew of
incidence curve

� Experiment:

– Population is NB, tunable mean and variance
– Mean degree 1.5
– Variance from 1.5 to 15
– Fraction of links to 3-cliques varies from 0 to 100%
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� Clustering always decreases final
size

� Standard theory predicts that R0

is strictly increasing with the vari-
ance of the DD

� Conversely, the final epidemic
size is usually decreasing with
variance (holding mean constant)

� Clustering attenuates this rela-
tionship (eg FS may increase or
decrease with variance)
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� What if clustering is focused on high or low degree nodes ?
� Population composed of two groups:

– N1 = 80%, N2 = 20%
– 〈k1〉N1 = 〈k2〉N2 = 50%

� Fraction of clustering in high degree population varied
0–100%

� Degree distribution in both groups is Poisson
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� Concentrating clustering in high
degree nodes almost always in-
creases final size

� As before, increasing clustering
always reduces final size; but at
very high assortativity, graph be-
comes disconnected
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� When clustering is concentrated
on low degree, it speeds up the
epidemic

� When clustering is concentrated
on high degree nodes, it slows the
epidemic
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� What if we quarantine a fraction of links at some time after
the beginning of the epidemic ?

� Population is NB (mean = 1.5, variance=1.9)
� At time tI , a fraction φ 3-cliques are removed, and a fraction

1 − φ edges are removed
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� “Hit hard and hit early”
� FS decreases with earlier inter-

vention
� FS increases with intervention fo-

cused on 3-cliques
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� Skew of the incidence curve is
sometimes used to infer the ef-
fects of age structure or other
population heterogeneity

� Clustering generally increases
skew (slows down the epidemic,
more cases in the tail of the
distribution)

� No clear relationship between tI
and the fraction of quarantine on
3 cliques
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� Networks with directed edges
� or, a mixture of directed and undirected edges
� Seasonal effects (periodic transmission rates)
� Heterogeneity of infectiousness and susceptibility
� Vaccination both before and during an epidemic
� Co-circulating epidemics conferring immunity
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� Contact tracing
� Co-circulating epidemics with partial immunity
� Behavioral adaptation in response to infected neighbors
� Recovery to a susceptible state
� Spatial structure (eg lattices)
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